
Test of QED
≡ measurement of the electromagnetic fine structure constant α in differnt systems

2) Low energy range, accessible with small experiments

(magnetic moment of the electron → most precise test of QED)

1) High energy range, accessible with particle colliders

3) Condensed matter systems (quantum Hall effect, Josephson effect)
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Only s-channel possible, thus need to take interference with Z into account

+ interference + 
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Limits of QED

Possible deviation from QED:

Additonal heavy photon

Λ corresponds to the mass of

the new photon

Λ > 200 GeV

→ confirms „Coulomb law“  

& point-like nature of electron down to



Limits of QED

Similar tests have been performed in Bhabha scattering

t-channel interference s-channel

Combined PETRA result:

CL

CL



Test of radiative corrections

Emission of photon in final state

→ final state particle are not 

anymore back-to-back

s- and t-channel

radiative

corrections

Higher order
corrections
describe well data!
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Discovery of the Tau Lepton MARK I (SLAC), 1975 M. Pearl et al.
Nobel Prize 1995 for M. Pearl
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From Quarks to Jets







Anomalous Magnetic Moment of the Electron

Classic magnetic moment

Quantum magnetic analogy

Anomalous magnetic moment

for Dirac particles lowest order QED: g = 2

negligible in SM

need fourth order loop correction (891 terms) to match experimental precision



Penning Trap

Gabrielse et al., 
Harvard University



Penning Trap Concept

(shown polarisation to trap positively charged ions)
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Motion of Electron in the Pening Trap

Due to electric field no pure cyclotron motion anymore

Composition of three oscillations

Axial motion (200 MHz)

Modified cyclotron motion

(150 GHz)

Mangetron motion

(133 kHz)



Non-relativistic electron in a magnetic field has

the following energy levels:

Zeeman shift



Need to add relativistic

corrections



How to measure energy transitions in a Penning trap?

1. Work at very low temperatures → ground state is mainly populated

2. Indtroduce transition via external excitation

- external micro-wave: excitation of cyclotron trasitions (n=0 → n=1)

- spin-flip via oscillation of quadrupol potential (m=1/2 → m=-1/2)

3. Observe at which frequencies transition happens

mirror charge at electrode indicates change in axial frequency

(quantum nonmodolation measurement)

cyclotron transition spin flip



g/2 = 1.001 159 652 180 73 (28)    (measured)

g/2 = 1.001 159 652 177 60 (520)  (predicted)  







Application of Feynman-rules for massive W bosn and LH coupling:

„weakness“ results from 1/MW
2  supression



Fermi interaction







2. Parity violation and neutrino helicity
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→ Parity violation!
















